January 30,2007

To Whom It May Concern:
Well, talk about turning a potential bad experience into a good one.. . we had that with
EDS Builders. We had heard and been told by friends that remodeling our home was
going to be a huge headache. The strangers in your house, the mess, the noise, the
decisions.. . sounded like a disaster in the making to us.
Our situation was typical, with two sons, ages 2 and 5, we needed more space but we love
our home and the neighborhood. Our kitchen was too small and our one full bathroom
wasn't working with our growing family. So, we bit the bullet. Actually we were
prepared to move out of our home in order to minimize the pain of construction.
The best thing we did during this entire process was call Doc at EDS Builders. He
immediately calmed us down, helped us design exactly what we wanted and went to
work. He encouraged us to stay and we're glad we did. We were involved in every
aspect of this remodeling experience.
Our whole family enjoyed our home transformation. We now have a wonderful kitchen
addition and a beautiful master bathroom. Doc and the guys at EDS Builders made this
an enjoyable and learning experience. As a matter of fact, our son Desmond misses the
construction and especially Nick of EDS who showed him carpentry work.
Would we do it again? Only with EDS. They handled the mess, kept the noise down,
gave us advice on the decisions we had to make, were respectful of our needs and
concerns and became friends in the process. We became part of the remodeling team. I
guess that gives us bragging rights (especially our son) and we can tell our friends that.. .
" ~ v edid it" (with help from EDS).

Mike and Laura LaFave
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